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Ever since Kenneth Rijsdijk en Frans Bunnik made the famous (re-)discovery of 
a rich fossil depository at the Mare aux Songes, many people got involved with 
everything revolving around the dodo. Henry saw the potential for a PhD-project 
on reconstructing the world of the dodo; and now, not too many years later, you are 
holding the end result. 

This project was never intended to be a solo-project of me and the microscope, 
but was set up to provide a stage for a wide variety of research subjects, and 
cooperations with different research institutes in the Netherlands, abroad, and of 
course in Mauritius. It was hugely inspiring to meet so many different researchers 
during these last years, and I want to thank those people that were involved, in any 
way, for all their help!

First of all I want to thank my promotor Henry, who taught me foremost how to 
become an independent researcher. Henry guided me through the first years of 
the project and gradually let me find my own way through it. Our regular meetings 
were pleasant and relaxed, except when Henry expected the next version of a 
manuscript J. Many thanks also to Mr. Kenneth, the Great Inspirator, coordinator of 
the Dodo Research Programme and co-promotor of this project, who can turn every 
new datapoint into a great discovery. Kenneth’s drive affected me and it was great to 
organize dodomeetings, discussions and field work with him. 

This project was helped immensely by the ecological back-up from Vincent Florens 
and Cláudia Baider. They fuelled many discussions on our vegetation reconstructions. 
In addition, they supported us greatly in the field and taught me a great deal about 
Mauritius, and its flora. Maritza Vélez was involved with all the diatom records, and 
was a very reliable co-author by being always the first one to return my manuscripts 
with useful comments. The biogeochemical analyses were a new challenge for me, 
and I am very grateful to Rik Tjallingii for his help during my stay in Texel and the 
many discussions we had interpreting the data and aligning all the different proxies. 

Geert was the first masterstudent to work on the Mauritian cores. In fact, he started 
even earlier than I did, and had to ‘supervise’ me on the Mauritian pollen types! 
Geert actually did do an amazing job and gave me a head-start into the project. 
I am also very grateful to Marina Slaikovska, Anouk Vlug and Ana Sandoval. All 
three delivered some great work that was fit for publication. Special thanks to Bodo 
Schütze, whose project gave me an extra opportunity to visit Mauritius. Our trip was 
very inspiring, and we had tons of fun, and I am thankful to have gotten involved with 
the exceptional visualization work of Bodo. 

Thanks to all the researchers, students and other people that shared a fascination 
about the dodo under the banner of the Dodo Research Programme: (amonst others) 
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Clarissa Bohncke, Brigit van Dam, Irene Kranendonk, Max Jansen, Juliën Lubeek, 
Hege Hollund, Laura van der Sluis, Sjoerd Kluiving, Sietze Norder, Luc Chabanole, 
Pim Kaskes, Ann Blair-Gould, Saskia Kroezen, Georgios Franzesos, John de Vos, René 
Floore, Marijke Besselink, Dirk van Smeerdijk, Julian Hume (thanks for being a great 
company in the field and your wonderful Mauritius painting!), Ria Winters (thank you 
so much for the beautiful dododrawing!), Anneke van Heteren, Leon Claessens and 
Hanneke Meijer. The dodo is dead, long live the dodo!

Thanks to the people that were involved during the many (dodo)-meetings we 
organized, and shared with us their insight into their respective line of research: Perry 
de Louw, Tamara Vernimmen, Hans van der Plicht, Maarten Blaauw, Keith Bennett, 
Vasilis Dakos, Marten Scheffer, Maarten Prins, Gert-Jan Reichart, Niels den Hartog, 
Amy Prendergast, Petra Visser, David Burney, Jens Zinke and Pieter Baas. 

I want to thank all my colleagues from the Paleo- and Landscape Ecology research 
group: Annemarie (thanks for preparing all those slides), Annemieke, Ivan, Casper, Jan 
vM, Jan vA (thanks for all the wonderful pollen images), Carina, John, Joost, Giovanni, 
Marcela, Zaire and Suzette. Thanks also to all other people of IBED, in particular the 
secretary office (Betty, Marie, Maria, Mijke, Tanja), and Frank and Saskia. I want to 
give a special thanks to my colleagues Stefan and Bas. Bas was my first paleoecology 
teacher and was my supervisor during my first stint with the dodo back in 2007, and 
I  always appreciate his opinion when I present new data. After Stefan joined IBED in 
2011 our group gained a new atmosphere, in a very positive way. Stefan was also a 
close colleague who helped me with all my science-related questions. 

Although I am most productive when I work alone in the pollen lab, the counting gets 
much more fun when all the microscopes are occupied. Thanks for the company: 
Leena, Anneke, Tom, Jippe, Rogier, Milan, Emmy, Valerie, Marchien, Julia, Melanie, 
Fang, Myrte, Ann-Hélène, Eduardo and Encarni. And thanks for the great after-work 
times we shared at the Polder, Molino or the Oerknal: Geert, Carolina, Casper, Jesus, 
Cleve, Marian, Csilla, Maria, Ana, Ximena, Noemi, Manuel, Jenny, Jose Manuel, 
Pablo, Katrin, Paula, Felix, Martina, Encarni, Stefan, Tom, Anneke, Johan, Zaire, John, 
Michael, Bodo and Valerie (for some reason the ‘borrel-list’ is often the longest list 
in phd-acknowledgments J).

I want to give a special thanks to all the Mauritian people I met during these last 
four years who showed me the real Mauritius outside the tourist resorts: Lulu and 
the family, Ory, Sylvio and Monique, Pricila, Kersley, Roshan, the people at the 
Mauritian Wildlife Foundation, the National Parks office, the University of Mauritius, 
and OMNICANE and everyone at the Mon Trésor Mon Desert sugar factory for 
welcoming us!
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Thanks to my (middleschool and university) friends for being friends: Timo, Machiel, 
Rieke, Noor, Sam en Su (and your spouses!), and Veerle, Marja and Brenda, and all 
the other great people from CONGO. 

I want to give a big thanks to my family. My parents, Joop and Joke, as well as Ingrid 
and Joost, have always supported me in any way possible and I am thankful for this 
and their (genuine! J) interest in my work. Thanks to Daan (and of course Miranda) 
for not only being a great brother but also for setting a great example as a doctor/
scientist and for showing the dedication that goes into doing a PhD-project. 

And finally, Marle, thanks for all your support, encouragement and inspiration over 
all these years. You joined our last expedition to the land of the dodo, and it was a 
great experience for me to show you the island!  
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